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Abstract
In polar drive, laser beams configured for indirect drive on the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) are displaced toward the target equator to achieve a more uniform
directdrive implosion. A NIF target consisting of multiple layers including CH (plastic),
beryllium, and silicondoped CH has been optimized for symmetry when irradiated with
a triplepicket laser pulse shape. This pulse shape includes three pickets followed by a
step and main pulse. The advantage of using a picket pulse shape over just a step and
main pulse is the reduction of RayleighTaylor instability, which contributes to the overall
stability of the implosion. A combination of beam displacements and picket energy
adjustments was used to create uniform shocks during each of the three pickets. The
powers in the step and the main pulse were then adjusted, resulting in a significant
increase in implosion uniformity. The laser beam profiles used in this design
correspond to the socalled intermediate phase plates for direct drive on the NIF which
were designed for CH capsules irradiated with two pickets. The optimization of this
triplepicket pulse design with a multilayer target suggests that the intermediate phase
plates are sufficiently versatile to permit nearly uniform implosions with various ablators
and laser pulse shapes.

I.

Introduction
In directdrive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [1] laser beams directly irradiate a

capsule consisting of a thin plastic shell with a solid cryogenic layer of deuteriumtritium.
The outer region of the target then ablates, or expands, outwards while the center of the
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target is driven inwards in a rocketlike implosion resulting in high fuel temperatures and
densities. Under these conditions, the deuterium and tritium nuclei fuse creating
energetic neutrons and alpha particles. The neutrons escape the imploded capsule and
can, in principle, be used to generate electricity by heating water. The alpha particles
lose energy through collisions in the fuel and raise the temperature. This results in
additional fusion reactions. Ignition is said to occur when more energy is released from
the fusion reactions than the laser energy ontarget .
Currently, there are two main techniques for irradiating the capsule. The first is
direct drive (described above), where laser beams directly illuminate the target. The
OMEGA Laser [2] at the University of Rochester is configured for direct drive with 60
nominally identical laser beams arranged symmetrically around the target and aimed at
the center of the target. This results in a nearnormal angle of incidence to the surface
of the target of most of the laser energy. The second is indirect drive [3] where a target
is placed inside a cylindrical container made of gold, known as a hohlraum. The
hohlraum has laser entrance holes centered on the cylindrical axis through which the
beams enter the hohlraum. X rays, emitted by the irradiation of the hohlraum, illuminate
the target, thereby driving the implosion. The National Ignition Facility (NIF) [4] is
configured for indirect drive with the beam ports at angles from 23° to 50° from the
vertical axis.
While the OMEGA laser is useful in studying the physics of ICF, its maximum
energy (30 kJ) is insufficient to achieve ignition. The NIF laser, with energy ~1.5 MJ,
was designed for ignition. However, the beam configuration on the NIF was designed
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for indirect drive, which presents a significant challenge for direct drive. If the NIF beam
configuration were used for direct drive with all beams aimed at the center of the target,
it would result in an implosion whose uniformity was significantly compromised because
the poles of the target would receive much more energy per unit area than the equator.
A high degree of uniformity is essential for achieving the extreme levels of compression
and temperature that are necessary to initiate ignition.
Improved uniformity can be obtained with polar drive [5], where beams are
displaced from their original positions on the target surface. On the NIF, there are 192
beams which are grouped into 2x2 arrays called quads. These quads are arranged into
four distinct rings in each hemisphere. If the beams are pointed at the center of the
target, they strike the target with the pattern shown in Fig. 1a. In polar drive, these rings
are displaced toward the equator or “repointed” to achieve better uniformity on the
target. Ring 3 is also split into two separate rings, 3a and 3b, to further increase the
uniformity of energy distribution over the surface of the target (Fig. 1b). Because the
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beams are shifted from their original normal angle of incidence, the repointed beams
strike the surface of the target at more oblique angles of incidence. This results in the
laser energy being deposited over a wider area of the target surface at more oblique
angles, which equates to a reduction in drive.
Although the use of polar drive significantly improves the uniformity of the
ontarget beam arrangement, it also introduces various complications such as the need
for different beam energies in each ring to compensate for the increasingly oblique
angles of incidence as the beams are displaced further from their original positions.
Additional improvements to the irradiation uniformity can be made through the
optimization of the laser pulse shapes, beam energies, and the spatial crosssection of
each laser beam (beam profiles).
In this paper, the optimization of a multilayer roomtemperature capsule is
described. The beam profiles, the capsule parameters, and the total laser power as a
function of time are given and the beam pointings and relative laser powers are
adjusted to provide maximum uniformity. Beam profiles determine the intensity of the
beam and are characterized by a high intensity center and then decreasing intensity
towards the edges of the beam. These profiles are engineered using expensive optics
known as phase plates. It is therefore important to ensure that the phase plates can be
used to drive a variety of designs with a high degree of uniformity. The primary goal is
to identify if the previously determined beam profiles for a plasticonly capsule [6] can
be used to drive a multilayer target nearspherically.
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II.

Target Design
The target considered in this paper (shown in Fig. 2b) is a spherical capsule with

an outer radius of approximately 1295 μm and includes a 53 μm thick shell with multiple
layers encasing compressed deuterium gas. The capsule contains layers of plastic
(CH), beryllium, silicon, and a dopedCH layer (doped with 6% Si). The inner CH layer

serves as a surrogate for the cryogenic layer. A surrogate target can be imploded more
easily on the NIF as it does not require the hardware necessary for cryogenic
implosions. This target design can therefore be used to study the physics of the
implosion without actually imploding cryogenic targets. In an ignitionrelevant implosion
experiment, the inner CH shell would be replaced with cryogenic deuteriumtritium ice.
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The multilayer target is different from the typical CH ablator design (shown in Fig. 2a)
used in many fusion experiments. Surrounding the innermost plastic shell is a 5.7 μm
thick layer of beryllium. Material properties of Be make it a superior ablator to CH. This
layer is then surrounded by a 1.7 μm thick layer of silicon and a 10.2 μm thick layer of
silicondoped plastic. The Sidoped layer has been shown to mitigate laser imprint (the
imposition of the single beam nonuniformity on the target) [7] whereas the pure Si layer
is expected to mitigate laserplasma interactions (LPI) that can compromise the
compression of the target [8]. The advantages of this multilayered fusion target as
opposed to the CH ablator design are a significant increase in the stability of the
implosions, the increased energy coupled to the imploding shell, and mitigation of LPI
instability. This design, therefore, can potentially compress more effectively than a
target with only a CH ablator, therefore producing more neutrons.
Another crucial part of the target design is the laser beam pulse shape that
describes the changes in single beam power over the course of the implosion. Laser
pulse shapes can be adjusted independently for each ring of quads, making them a
useful tool for tuning and optimizing polar drive implosions. The overall length of the
laser pulse is determined by the energy available on the laser system. Up to 700 kJ is
normally available to implode roomtemperature targets on the NIF.
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Shown in Figure 3a are the laser pulse shapes for the CHablator implosion.
Preceding the main pulse, there are two jumps or spikes in singlebeam power known
as “pickets.” These picket pulses generate shocks that travel through the shell of the
target and decrease RayleighTaylor instability growth [9] of the target implosion.
Following these two picket pulses is a brief jump in power known as a “foot,” which also
launches a shock into the shell. This is followed by the slow rise to the main pulse,
which is meant to compress the target adiabatically, meaning that preheat of the target
shell is minimized. This results in an effective compression of the target. A triplepicket
pulse (Fig. 3b) before the main pulse is more effective than a double picket pulse to
achieve higher compression. In a triplepicket pulse shape implosion, there are four
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shocks launched into the shell that precede the main pulse, one for each of the three
picket pulses and then one for the foot pulse before the rise to the main pulse. The
shocks move through the shell first, compressing it, and then break out of the shell and
move into the internal D
gas. This transition between the layers during the implosion is
2
called a “shock breakout”. The beam pulse shape explored in this work is a triplepicket
pulse in combination with a multilayer target (Fig. 3b). Because there are differences in
coronal absorption between the CH ablator target and the multilayer target, the beam
pointings and energies must be readjusted to achieve a uniform implosion using the
predesigned beam profiles.

III. Improving Uniformity
The hydrodynamics modeling code 
DRACO
[10] was used to simulate implosions
of a multilayer target with a triplepicket pulse beam shape and identify an optimal set
of parameters to maximize uniformity. A systematic approach was employed by first
modifying the beam pointings to achieve better uniformity of the initial ontarget
intensity. Then, the laserbeam picket power ratios in each of the rings were adjusted to
reduce nonuniformity at each of the shock breakouts created by the picket pulses
before finally optimizing the foot and main pulse to achieve greater overall uniformity
throughout the implosion.
It is necessary to keep the initial conditions of the implosion as uniform as
possible because any nonuniformity which is introduced early on in the implosion will
grow due to the converging shell. Therefore, by optimizing the picket pulse shock
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breakouts in the order in which they occur, uniformity can be maintained throughout the
entire implosion.

The beam pointings from the CH ablator model shown in Table 1 were used as a
starting point for this optimization and adjusted to account for the multilayer target and
triplepicket pulse shape. These beam pointings define the positions of the rings in the
northern hemisphere only. Beam displacements are identical in the southern
hemisphere. A polar angle of 0° corresponds to the pole and 90° corresponds to the
equator. Since the northern and southern hemispheres are symmetric, only the
northern hemisphere is simulated in this work. The same improved beam pointings are
shown in Fig. 1b.
The initial normalized ontarget intensity as a function of polar angle, shown in
Figure 4, provided insight into the improved beam pointings that reduce nonuniformity.
Regardless of the target type, a higher ontarget intensity at the equator compared to
the pole is required to compensate for the reduced energy absorption from the oblique
angles of incidence of the repointed beams. However, during early runs the intensity at
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the pole was larger than required, leading to nonuniformities (corresponding to “original
pointing” in the Fig. 4). This was identified by the nonuniform first shock in the shell.
Therefore, a set of beam pointings were identified where the rings were repointed more
toward the equator. This reduced the intensity near the pole, improved the initial
ontarget uniformity (corresponding to “optimized pointing” in Fig. 4), and resulted in a
more uniform first shock.
In Figure 5, a density contour plot is shown at the time of the first picket pulse
shock breakout for the original pointings and beam power ratios using a triple picket
pulse shape (Fig. 5a), and for the improved pointing and beam power ratios (Fig. 5b).
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There is a noticeable lack in drive at the equator compared to the pole in Fig. 5a due to
differences in coronal absorption between the multilayer target and the CH ablator
target for which the original pointings were designed. A more uniform shock breakout of
the multilayer target was obtained with optimized pointings and beam power ratios. To
achieve this greater uniformity, systematic changes were made to the beam power
ratios for each ring at different stages of the implosion. For the first shock breakout,
beam power ratios were modified between 0 ns and 1.5 ns. The same process was
used to optimize the shock from the second picket.
Of the three picket pulses, the third was shown to have the greatest impact on
the overall uniformity of the implosion. The third picket pulse shock breakout (shown in
Fig. 6) was also optimized for uniformity using incremental modifications to beam power
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ratios until a uniform shock breakout was achieved. As shown in Figure 6, the
uniformity during the third shock breakout can be greatly improved with changes to
beam pointings and power ratios. This
systematic method of optimization was then
employed to optimize the shock created by
the foot pulse in order to achieve a high
degree of uniformity throughout the entire
implosion leading up to the main pulse. The
final pulse shape for the implosion is shown
in Figure 7 with all of the optimized beam
power ratios. The pulse shapes for rings 3a
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and 3b must be the same because both originate from one ring, although slight
differences in the energy ratio between the two rings are tolerable. Here, the ratio is
kept to 1. Optimizing past shock breakout was accomplished by adjusting the power of
each ring during the main pulse to maintain the uniformity of the imploding shell. The
latetime results of the implosion using the optimized laser pulse shape and beam
pointings are shown in Fig. 8b, along with a latetime implosion of a multilayer target
with the original pointings and beam energies. Here it is easy to see the improvement
on the latetime uniformity of the implosion at peak compression.
Hot spot distortion is defined as the ratio of the rootmeansquare deviation of the

inner fuelshell interface from the average radius of the interface and can be used as a
quantitative measure of nonuniformity of the compressed core. In Fig. 8a, the hot spot
distortion is calculated to be 8.5%, while the hot spot distortion of Fig. 8b is 3.9%. This
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shows that hot spot distortion can be reduced by more than half with changes to just
beam pointings and beam energies.

IV. Conclusion
Simulations were carried out using the 2D hydrodynamics code DRACO to
optimize the uniformity of a multilayer target driven by a triplepicket pulse shape using
predesigned beam profiles. A combination of picket energy adjustments and beam
repointings were used to create uniform shocks during each of the three pickets and
then further adjustments were made to the foot and main pulses to achieve excellent
uniformity at peak compression in the implosion. These results suggest that the
predesigned beam profiles are versatile and permit nearly uniform implosions when
targets and pulse shapes are varied. The versatility of the beam profiles is of great
value because the optics that are used to obtain these profiles on laser facilities are
expensive to manufacture and difficult to change once they are in place. The ability to
implode varying designs with fixed hardware significantly improves the ability to explore
implosion physics.
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